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Abstract: Predictive analytics of financial markets in developed and emerging economies during
the COVID-19 regime is undeniably challenging due to unavoidable uncertainty and the profound
proliferation of negative news on different platforms. Tracking the media echo is crucial to explaining
and anticipating the abrupt fluctuations in financial markets. The present research attempts to
propound a robust framework capable of channeling macroeconomic reflectors and essential media
chatter-linked variables to draw precise forecasts of future figures for Spanish and Indian stock
markets. The predictive structure combines Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP), which is a non-linear
feature transformation tool, and Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR), which is an ensemble machine
learning technique to perform predictive modelling. The Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is
used to interpret the black-box type predictive model to infer meaningful insights. The overall results
duly justify the incorporation of local and global media chatter indices in explaining the dynamics
of respective financial markets. The findings imply marginally better predictability of Indian stock
markets than their Spanish counterparts. The current work strives to compare and contrast the
reaction of developed and developing financial markets during the COVID-19 pandemic, which has
been argued to share a close resemblance to the Black Swan event when applying a robust research
framework. The insights linked to the dependence of stock markets on macroeconomic indicators
can be leveraged for policy formulations for augmenting household finance.

Keywords: financial market; COVID-19; isometric mapping (ISOMAP); gradient boosting regression
(GBR); explainable artificial intelligence (XAI); media chatter

1. Introduction

The mayhem of the COVID-19 pandemic in the form of extreme volatility and un-
certainty induced anxiety in investors’ minds and chaotic behavior in financial markets
across the world (Cepoi 2020; Kamaludin et al. 2021; Sharma et al. 2021; Yu et al. 2022;
Zeng et al. 2022). The steep dependence of financial assets on media sentiment pertinent to
the ongoing pandemic triggers efficiency in market microstructure (Dash et al. 2014; Ding
and Qin 2020; Barky et al. 2022; Kubiczek and Tuszkiewicz 2022; Saetia and Yokrattanasak
2023). Despite the sizeable literature on demystifying the nexus and spillover dynamics
of different financial variables (Ali et al. 2022b; Zhang and Mao 2022; Yu and Xiao 2022;
Sinlapates et al. 2023), the scarcity of robust predictive architecture required to yield the
future figures for stock markets in developed and emerging economies simultaneously is
an emerging problem.

Assessing the reaction of stock markets toward volatile investor sentiment during
turbulent time horizons is important for financial planning (Albaity et al. 2022). The
literature made traction in evaluating the quantum of risk and contagion in different assets
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during the COVID-19 pandemic (Ali et al. 2022a; Bhatnagar et al. 2022). However, it is
equally necessary to introspect the market efficiency at a deeper level through the lens
of predictive analysis. Understanding the efficiency of different financial assets is also
of paramount significance for traders in the normal regime (Noreen et al. 2022). The
preliminary research hypothesis of the study is to check whether the developed and
emerging financial markets are predictable during the COVID-19 pandemic. The present
research aims to propound an integrated framework via combining key macroeconomic
variables and appropriate proxies, incorporating the hype and tenacity of COVID-19-related
news in media to predict stock markets explicitly during the new normal regime. We chose
the Spanish and Indian financial markets for this predictive exercise to test the robustness of
the modeling framework in developed and emerging economies and subsequently generate
critical insights. To accomplish the objectives, were used separately to gauge the feature
contribution.

The empirical analysis is focused on India and Spain. Spulbar et al. (2020) studies the
volatility transmission patterns between emerging and developed stock markets, including,
among other countries, India and Spain. Asawa et al. (2020) analyzed the public health
policies and social media data (twitter) of several regions in Spain and India that were com-
parable in terms of the following variables: population density, unemployment rate, tourism,
and quality of living. Here are some macroeconomic highlights about these countries.

India is the seventh largest country in the world in area (3,287,259 sq. kms.) and the
second largest in terms of population (1,380,004,385). It belongs to the South Asia region
and has a lower middle-income level. In recent years, its GDP (the 6th largest in the world)
has presented high growth rates, although the rate corresponding to 2020 is −7.3%, with a
GNI per capita of 6440 USD in 2020. The weight of the primary sector over GDP is 18.3%,
while that of the industrial sector (including construction) is 23.5%. (World Bank 2022). As
for its trade profile, India occupies the twenty-first position in exports and the fourteenth
position in imports (16 and 10, respectively, if intra-EU trade is excluded). Its main trading
partners are USA and the EU in the case of exports and China and the EU in the case of
imports. In its export ranking, the first position is for petroleum oils and oils obtained from
bituminous minerals, excluding crude (HS2710); medicaments in measured doses (HS3004);
diamonds, whether or not worked, but not mounted or set (HS7102); rice (HS1006) and
articles of jewelry and parts thereof (HS7113) (WTO 2022).

Spain occupies the fifty-first position in surface area (505,957.3 sq. kms.) and the
thirtieth position in population (47,363,419). It belongs to the Europe and Central Asia
region and has a high-income level. In 2020, its GDP (the fourteenth world) showed a
growth rate of −10.8% (2.1% in 2019). Its GNI per capita was 37,980 USD in 2020. The
weight of the primary sector over GDP is 3.1%, while that of the industrial sector (including
construction) is 20.4%. (Source: World Bank). As for its trade profile, Spain occupies the
nineteenth position in exports and the sixteenth position in imports. Its main trading
partner is the EU; outside the bloc, the United Kingdom, the USA, China and Morocco
are major trading partners. In its export ranking, the first position is for motor cars and
other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of persons (HS8703), followed
by medicaments in measured doses (HS3004), petroleum oils and oils obtained from
bituminous minerals, excluding crude (HS2710); parts and accessories of the motor vehicles
of headings 8701 to 8705 (HS8708); and meat of swine, fresh, chilled or frozen (HS0203)
(Source: WTO. Trade Profiles).

The contributions of the present research are manifold. Firstly, the present work
systematically gauges the reactions and structure of efficiency in financial markets in de-
veloped and emerging economies throughout the pandemic simultaneously. The existing
literature reports the impact of COVID-19 news on stock markets in developed and emerg-
ing nations separately (Jana et al. 2022; Ghosh et al. 2023). The present research fills the
gap. Secondly, the systematic selection of specific COVID-19 news-related indicators was
performed using RavenPack media indexes, which attributed the general anxiety in the pan-
demic to explain the dynamics of chosen stocks in conjunction with several macroeconomic
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factors, is unique. The predictive framework carefully incorporates market fear, the effects
of digital currency, and energy commodities while explaining the degree of variability in
developed and emerging markets. Thirdly, we aim to contribute on the methodological
front via seamlessly aligning advanced machine learning and XAI methodologies to carry
out predictive modeling and uncover the dependence structure. We comprehensively ex-
amine the behavioral dynamics of 10 Spanish and 10 Indian stocks in response to COVID-19
media chatter and macroeconomic indicators for a period spanning from 1 April 2020 to
17 March 2022. The considered time horizon covers the major waves of the pandemic in
Spain and India. A sizeable amount of literature concentrates on a specific period of the
COVID-19 pandemic (Yousfi et al. 2021; Kamal and Wohar 2023; Yu and Xiao 2022). The
present study extends the in the same way through comprehensively inspecting the extent
of predictability, efficiency, and dependence patterns. The endeavor also identifies the
relative ranking of different features linked to COVID-19 media chatter and macroeconomic
variables in predicting the selected stocks of both countries. The insights on relative feature
influence in the recent Black Swan are of enormous significance for strategic interventions.
The overall findings of the current work duly rationalize the contributions and underscore
the implications.

The remainder of the article is segregated as follows. A thorough review of cognate
past research used to rationalize the present work is elaborated in Section 2. The detailed
descriptions of individual methodological components are then enunciated in Section 3.
Subsequently, the definitions and the key statistical properties of the variables are presented
in Section 4. Section 5 scrupulously outlines the findings and discusses the potential
implications. Finally, the manuscript is concluded in Section 6, which highlights the major
insights, scope, and future research agendas.

2. Past Research

There exists a sizeable literature on introspection of the empirical behavior of finan-
cial variables across developed and developing economies. The adversarial traits of the
pandemic on the economic and financial fronts were investigated and acknowledged. The
financial contagions of heterogeneous assets in the global financial crisis and ongoing
pandemic were compared to ascertain the impact of negative news and sentiments (Hasan
et al. 2021; Khalfaoui et al. 2023; Thangamuthu et al. 2022). Nevertheless, research compar-
ing and contrasting the penetration of the COVID-19 media chatter and macroeconomic
constructs in developed and developing financial markets scrupulously, specifically in the
new normal time horizon, which is characterized by a high degree of distress, is hard to
find. To set the current work’s positioning and underscore the contributions, we revisit
the effects of social media on financial markets and predictability modeling of the same to
comprehend the prevailing research trend.

2.1. Impact of Social Media, News, and Sentiment

Salisu and Vo (2020) observed that precise tracking of health news in conjunction with
financial news essentially explained the variation in financial markets in both developed
and developing economies. Chundakkadan and Nedumparambil (2021) discovered that
inherent negative sentiment, specifically during the nascent stage of the pandemic, triggered
a high quantum of volatility in stock markets across the globe. The findings of Ahmed (2022)
lend support to the psychophysical numbing phenomenon in stock markets as markets
were found to be highly sensitive to the Twitter-based economic uncertainty index. Dash
and Maitra (2022) established that the increased pandemic uncertainty manifested through
the google search pattern induced volatility and illiquidity in the market. Research by Li
et al. (2022) demonstrated that the news-based uncertainty of COVID-19 exerted a negative
influence on stock markets in bearish and normal states. The findings of Hsu and Tang
(2022) vouched for continual policy realignment to eradicate the unexpected volatility in
financial markets owing to fickle investor sentiment in the context of the pandemic. Zhang
et al. (2022) demonstrated the propagation of COVID-19 news toward commodity and
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digital currency-based assets. Therefore, the inherent dependence of the financial markets
on external media echoes on COVID-19-related issues across the globe is apparent.

2.2. Predictive Modeling of Stock Markets during COVID-19

The literature is replete with predictive analytics of stock markets of emerging and
developed economies predominantly during the pre-COVID-19 regime (Araújo et al. 2018;
Qiu et al. 2016; Ravi et al. 2017; Garcia-Vega et al. 2020; Ghosh et al. 2019; Makatjane
and Moroke 2021; Polamuri et al. 2021; Chen et al. 2022). The majority of these works
primarily rely upon orthodox macroeconomic and technical indicators for explaining the
variability. Despite the need for scalable and accurate forecasting systems to decode stock
market dynamics in Black Swan events, only a handful of works linked to the pandemic
regime were previously carried out. Ahmar and Val (2020) designed an econometric-
driven framework for short-term forecasting in Spanish financial markets. Kamdem et al.
(2020) successfully predicted commodity prices using the number of COVID cases using
a long short-term memory network (LSTM) as explanatory features at the initial stage
of the pandemic. Ronaghi et al. (2022) propounded a deep learning-based framework
imbibing social media trends to predict stock market movements. On the other hand,
Ghosh et al. (2022) resorted to conventional macroeconomic-driven features to successfully
demystify the evolutionary patterns in Indian futures market using hybrid machine and
deep learning-based models. The utility of macroeconomic attention-based indicators in
predicting stock market return was acknowledged by Ma et al. (2022). A large proportion
of the literature reports the usage of machine learning methodologies to establish the
dependence of market movements on cognate aspects of COVID-19 in place of explicit
predictive modeling exercises (Asl et al. 2022; Dey et al. 2022; Lúcio and Caiado 2022; Huang
et al. 2022). The review suggests that the macroeconomic and media chatter were primarily
used in an isolated manner for forecasting future figures for the respective stock markets.
Thus, combining them in an integrated framework to gauge the predictability of Spanish
and Indian stock markets separately during the COVID-19 regime would substantially
contribute to the existing literature.

The review of the cognate literature implies that social media, news, and sentiment
impact financial markets worldwide, specifically during the pandemic. Proper channeliza-
tion of circulating information pertinent to COVID-19 is critical to gauge the magnitude
and direction of the influence, which justifies the endeavor of the current work to choose
RavenPack media indexes. On the other hand, the predictive modeling of stock markets
during the pandemic saw the usage of context-specific macroeconomic indicators. The
present research leverages the know-how effectively through applying appropriate media
manifests and macroeconomic indicators to model developed and developing financial
markets on the expanded time horizon, characterizing the new normal regime. It is impor-
tant to consider macroeconomic explanatory variables to holistically explain the long-term
variability in the financial markets. Thus, the endeavor to include dedicated media indexes
and macroeconomic variables account for the short- and long-term counterparts of the
overall variation in developed and developing financial markets in an integrated research
framework rationalizes the contribution of the underlying research. Though the promi-
nence of machine learning algorithms in predicting future figures is apparent, as reported
in the second strand of the literature, these methodologies offer hardly any insights on the
dependence structure owing to complex and black box operational procedures, unlike the
first strand of literature. It is equally vital to delve into the nexus in addition to performing
predictive analytics. Hence, applying XAI methodologies to decode the predictive structure
is rationalized and serves critical inferences. The dedicated approach to expound on the
market dynamics of leading developed and emerging economies would reflect the compar-
ative assessment of media echo penetration and macroeconomic variables’ influence.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Isometric Mapping (ISOMAP)

Developed by Tenenbaum et al. (2000), Isometric Mapping facilitated non-linear
feature transformation procedure for a high-dimensional dataset. The projection to low
and compact dimensions was achieved through the estimation of the geodesic manifold
distances in a pairwise manner (Gao et al. 2022). The given input space distance provided a
close approximation of geodesic distance for neighboring data samples. It was necessary
to discover the shortest link connecting the distant data points to formulate the geodesic
distance. In this work, ISOMAP was used to generate a compact representational form of
raw features. The optimized feature representation was thereafter used to train the GBR
framework. The fundamental operational steps of the ISOMAP model are outlined below.

Step 1: Creating the Neighborhood Graph (G): The process accomplished via forming
the linkage between two points, i and j, as manifested through the distance (dx(i, j)), if the
said pair of points are nearer than ε (ε-ISOMAP), or i is the member of K nearest neighbors
of j. The edge length is kept as dx(i, j).

Step 2: Estimating the Shortest Path: Set dG(i, j) = dx(i, j), if i and j are interconnected,
else set dG(i, j) = ∞. Next, for all possible enumerations of k (k = 1, 2, . . . , N), alter the
entries of dG(i, j) by a minimum of {dG(i, j), dG(i, k) + dG(k, j)}. The final matrix DG =
{dG(i, j)} contains the shortest linkage between all pairs of points.

Step 3: Creating the d-Dimensional Embedding: If λm represents the mth eigenvalue
of the matrix τ(DG) and vi

m accounts for the ith component of the mth eigenvector, the mth
component of d-dimensional coordinate vector yi is

√
λmvi

m.
The matrix τ(DG) is estimated as:

τ(DG) = −
1
2

HDG
2H (1)

where H represents the centering matrix
(

H = In − 1
N eNeT

N

)
, with eN = [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ RN .

The count of neighbors is set as 5 in ISOMAP for incorporating the local information.

3.2. Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR)

Developed by Schapire and Singer (1999), it extends the well-known Boosting algo-
rithm, which is an ensemble machine learning procedure to resolve complex regression
problems. In GBR, a series of classical trees was used in a forward-stage-wise direction in a
sequential ensemble manner to yield the outcome (Zheng 2011; Elliott et al. 2020). The train-
ing samples were weighted via computing the gradient-driven error rate, controlling the
selection probability of samples to constitute training sets for the respective base learners.
The procedural steps of the GBR algorithm are mentioned below.

Step-1: For N training samples ({x1, y1}, {x2, y2}, . . . . . . . . . . . . , {xN , yN}) in set P,
the weights of each sample are initialed to 1/q (q: is the cardinality of set P).

Step-2: For constituent base learner (i), conduct the below steps
Step-2.1: Bootstrapped samples are collated to prepare a training set, Pi.
Step-2.2: Utilize the training set Pi for training model Dt.
Step-2.3: Compute the error of the model.
Step-2.4: If the calculated error is greater 0.5, repeat steps 2.1 to 2.3; otherwise, perform

step 2.5.
Step-2.5: Update the weights of the samples in set Pi.
Step-2.6: Normalize the weight values.
Step-3: Measure the precision of the base learners.
Step-4: Aggregate the outcome of the base learners to produce the final prediction.
The entire predictive framework was implemented applying the ‘sklearn’ library of

Python, wherein the process parameters of GBR were tuned leveraging the ‘GridSearchCV’
function. The number of base learners, maximum features for branching, learning rate, and
maximum depth in GBR were auto-tuned through applying the said utility.
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3.3. Performance Indicators

The present work deploys four performance metrics, namely Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency
(NSE), Theil Index (TI), Index of Agreement (IA), and Directional Predictive Accuracy
(DA). Mathematically, they are determined as:

NSE = 1− ∑N
t=1
{

Ŷt −Yt
}2

∑N
t=1

{
Yt −

−
Y
}2 (2)

TI =

[
1
N ∑N

t=1
(
Ŷt −Yt

)2
]1/2

[
1
N ∑N

t=1
(
Ŷt
)2
]1/2

+
[

1
N ∑N

t=1(Yt)
2
]1/2 (3)

IA = 1− ∑N
t=1
(
Ŷt −Yt

)2

∑N
t=1

{
|Ŷt −

−
Y|+ |Yt −

−
Y |
}2 (4)

DA =
1
N

N

∑
t=1

Dt, Dt =

{
1, (Yt+1 −Yt)

(
Ŷt+1 −Yt

)
≥ 0

0, Otherwise
(5)

where Yt and Ŷt represent actual and predicted figures, respectively, and Y denotes the
average of actual values. Highly accurate absolute figures and trend predictions are
signified if the NSE, IA, and DA values are close to 1 and TI values are substantially low.

3.4. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

Using the XAI frameworks, we aimed to interpret and decode the black box type
predictive model to gauge the nature of the influence of underlying media chatter and
macroeconomic explanatory variables, which were reported to be highly effective in de-
mystifying complex black box type models (Çelik et al. 2023; Ghosh et al. 2022; Ghosh and
Datta Chaudhuri 2022; Melis et al. 2021; Lange et al. 2022). We used two explainable AI
components—Shapley additive explanation (SHAP) (Lundberg and Lee 2017) and Local
Interpretable Model–Agnostic Explanations (LIME) (Ribeiro et al. 2016)—using the ‘Shapash’
library of Python for analyzing global and local level influence. The SHAP-based approach
followed a game theoretic approach to evaluate the contributions of respective explanatory
features in predicting the target variable at the global level. LIME created a new dataset on
top of a learned model through perturbing the input variables’ figures and drawing the
target variable’s predictions. It then strived to map the relationship between the target and
input variables on the new dataset using improved interpretable machine learning models.

4. Data Description

Daily closing prices of 10 Spanish stocks, namely ARCELORMITTAL, EBRO FOODS
(EBRO), GESTAMP AUTOMOCION (GESTAMP), IAG, INDRA, REPSOL, ROVI, SIEMENS
GAMESA (SIEMENS), and TELEFONICA, from 1 April 2020 to 17 March 2022, were com-
piled for predictive modeling to introspect predictability during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Daily closing prices of 10 Indian stocks, namely APOLLO, BAJAJ AUTO (BAJAJ), EXIDE,
HAVELL, INFOSYS, INTERGLOBE, Indian Oil Corporation (IOCL), ITC Limited (ITC),
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Limited (SUN), and TATASTEEL, were collated to assess the
degree of predictability. The selection of stocks was made through matching the sector. For
example, IAG and INTERGLOBE represent the aviation sector. Hence, accurate predictions
during the chosen regime would rationalize the efficiency of predictive structure and utility
of selected explanatory variables. The selection of stocks from different sectors to draw
inferences on stock market predictability was inspired by the work of Ghosh and Datta
Chaudhuri (2021) and Ghosh et al. (2021), wherein stocks from a variety of industrial
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sectors were analyzed at a granular level. We expanded the sectoral choices to account for
the disruption effects of the pandemic in supply chains and other business operations. The
chosen stocks represent the healthcare, automobile, manufacturing, energy, pharmaceutical,
information technology, and aviation sectors. The spectrum of the industrial sectors strives
to capture the disruption effects of the pandemic.

Healthcare and pharmaceutical sectors augmented the capacity, whereas the infor-
mation technology sector leveraged innovation and the aviation sector suffered heavily
owing to restrictions on travel. On the other hand, the automobile, manufacturing, and
energy sectors had to readjust supply chains to ensure resilience in the production process
amidst turbulent external factors. Careful introspection of the impact of COVID-19 media
chatter and macroeconomic reflectors on the said sectors is essential to draw the research
inferences. The selected stocks are true representatives of the sectors for both countries
in terms of market capitalization. Table 1 outlines the important statistical properties of
chosen variables.

Table 1. Key statistical properties of Spanish and Indian stocks.

Series Mean Std. Dev. Frosini Test ADF Test Terasvirta’s
NN Test

Hurst
Exponent

Spanish stocks
ARCELORMITTAL 20.229 7.703 54.312 *** 1.000 # 105.88 *** 0.872 ***
EBRO 18.00 1.188 1.087 *** −0.707 # 649.94 *** 0.862 ***
GESTAMP 4.946 0.871 1.59 *** 0.105 # 553.51 *** 0.867 ***
GRIFOLS 22.59 4.012 0.649 *** −1.855 # 518.02 *** 0840 ***
IAG 1.823 0.359 0.258 * −0.390 # 449.19 *** 0.828 ***
INDRA 7.885 1.276 0.911 *** 0.333 # 533.46 *** 0.853 ***
REPSOL 9.277 1.745 0.839 *** 0.373 # 548.13 *** 0.862 ***
ROVI 46.11 15.164 1.027 *** 1.534 # 704.01 *** 0.868 ***
SIEMENS 23.39 5.745 0.268 * −0.140 # 542.21 *** 0.853 ***
TELEFONICA 3.847 0.380 0.831 *** −0.150 # 644.9 *** 0.832 ***
Indian stocks
APOLLO 3118.197 1308.941 1.056 *** 1.397 # 773.12 *** 0.865 ***
BAJAJ 3416.201 497.143 0.654 *** 0.896 # 464.44 *** 0.855 ***
EXIDE 172.989 16.748 0.468 *** 0.161 # 482.16 *** 0.848 ***
HAVELL 978.459 296.130 1.043 *** 0.890 # 649.04 *** 0.863 ***
INFOSYS 1323.63 376.218 0.893 *** 2.161 # 552.01 *** 0.860 ***
INTERGLOBE 1594.319 377.614 1.014 *** 0.472 # 566.67 *** 0.853 ***
IOCL 100.339 16.690 0.808 *** 0.777 # 470.05 *** 0.863 ***
ITC 205.913 19.466 0.509 *** 0.597 # 618.35 *** 0.842 ***
SUN 641.808 135.725 1.059 *** 1.936 # 468.18 *** 0.867 ***
TATASTEEL 833.685 401.376 1.529 *** 1.265 # 857.9 *** 0.875 ***

*** Significant at 1% level of significance, * Significant at 10% level of significance, # Not Significant, Std. Dev.:
Standard Deviation, ADF Test: Augmented Dickey–Fuller Test, Terasvirta’s NN Test: Terasvirta’s Neural Net-
work Test.

The Frosini and ADF test statistics were used to test whether time series abide by the
normal distribution and stationary property, respectively. On the other hand, Terasvirta’s
NN test was used to gauge the presence of non-linear components in time series. These tests
were successfully used for analyzing empirical properties of financial variables (Albulescu
et al. 2021; Jana and Ghosh 2022; Ghosh et al. 2023; Inglada-Perez 2020). It was observed
that the underlying Spanish and Indian stocks exhibited signs of non-parametric and non-
stationary traits, as indicated via the Frosini and ADF test statistics. The clear presence of
strong non-linearity in the temporal evolutionary pattern of the 20 stocks is evident from
the significant Terasvirta’s NN test statistic. Significantly higher Hurst exponents, close to
one, ruled out the efficient market hypothesis and the presence of long memory dependence
in the chosen financial markets. The Indian stocks, on the other hand, emerged as higher
priced and more volatile, as manifested through higher mean and standard deviation.
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RavenPack (2023) repository preserves and updates a series of media indexes to gauge
the quantum of media hype, panic, fake news, sentiment, etc., associated with the COVID-
19 event across the geography. The current research considers six indices, as defined below.
The values of these indices confine between 0 to 100, barring the sentiment-related index.

Firstly, the Panic Index measures the extent of panic or hysteria chatter regarding
COVID-19. Higher index values sign the presence of profound panic in the media. Ad-
ditionally, a Media Hype Index was also used to reflect the quantum of the proliferation
of COVID-19 in news chatter. Secondly, to induct the impact of fake news and relatable
entities conjugated with COVID-19, two more indices, namely Fake News Index and Info-
demic Index, are used. Finally, to account for the overall media coverage and the sentiment
polarity linked to floating news in media, Media Coverage Index and Sentiment Index
are used. Sentiment Index, estimated based on the in-built sentiment scoring engine of
RavenPack, ranges from −100 to 100, where most negative, most positive, and neutral
sentiments are linked to −100, 100, and 0, respectively.

RavenPack hosts daily figures from these six indices across different countries and
worldwide. We collated the above six indices for worldwide (WW), Spanish (SP), and
Indian (IN) levels to form respective explanatory features on media chatter. Figures 1–3
display the boxplots of these six media indicators across the regions.

Figure 1. Boxplot of worldwide media indicators.
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building the predictive structure. IBEX35 and NIFTY indices were used to account for the 
financial market sentiments in Spain and India, respectively. Implied volatility, i.e., the 
market fears, for both countries were included using respective implied volatility indices, 
namely VIBEX and India VIX (IVIX). These features were previously reported to share 
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Presence of skewed distribution is apparent.

The present work also considers several key macroeconomic variables to capture the
volatile pattern of financial markets in emerging and developed economies during the
phase of extreme distress. Daily closing prices for WTI Crude Oil (OIL), Bitcoin (BITCOIN),
and Gold (GOLD) were chosen as proxies to represent the global macroeconomic state.
Additionally, daily financial stress, monitored by the Office of Financial Research (OFR)
(https://www.financialresearch.gov/financial-stress-index/ (accessed on 3 May 2022)) for
the Eurozone, belonging to the other advanced economy (OAE) and emerging market (EM)
categories was chosen to incorporate the effect of financial uncertainty in explaining stock
market movements in Spain and India. To induct the in-house state of financial markets,
some country-specific variables were triggered in building the predictive structure. IBEX35
and NIFTY indices were used to account for the financial market sentiments in Spain and
India, respectively. Implied volatility, i.e., the market fears, for both countries were included
using respective implied volatility indices, namely VIBEX and India VIX (IVIX). These
features were previously reported to share interplay with equity markets (Das et al. 2019;
Benlagha and El Omari 2022; Drake 2022; Nguyen 2022). Figures 4–6 exhibit the violin
plots of common and country-specific macroeconomic reflectors, which entail additional
insights on distribution patterns for the variables. The presence of bimodal distributions in
the macroeconomic reflectors can be detected.

https://www.financialresearch.gov/financial-stress-index/
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5. Results & Discussion
5.1. Predictive Outcome

The entire dataset of underlying stocks were segmented to form the training (85%) and
test (15%) sections in order to carry out the predictive analytics task. Table 2 summarize
the outcome of the predictive exercise.

It was observed that the predictive performance in the training segment emerged to
be highly successful for the Spanish stocks, as manifested through the four performance
indicators, namely NSE, TI, IA, and DA. The NSE, IA, and DA figures appeared to be sub-
stantially high, while TI values emerged as profoundly low. Supreme predictive accuracy
can be inferred to be achieved on REPSOL, GRIFOLS, ROVI, and GESTAMP. Directional
accuracy of forecasts is also extremely satisfying, indicating possibility of intraday trading.
The performance experienced a dip in the test segment, which was expected. Predictive
accuracy suffered heavily in IAG. The quality of forecasts for SIEMENS, TELEFONICA
and, INDRA was neither stubbornly great nor poor. Nevertheless, considering the time-
line of the investigation, which was characterized as a Black Swan event, values of the
performance indicators imply a satisfactory predictive outcome barring IAG. Predictive
accuracy emerged to be highly praiseworthy in the training segment for chosen Indian
stocks. Results also justify the efficiency of the predictive model in estimating accurate
directional changes. Amongst the stocks, APOLLO, TATASTEEL, INFOSYS, HAVELL, and
INTERGLOBE appeared to be relatively more predictable. Similar to its Spanish counter-
part, the performance on the test segment degraded to some extent, as expected. On a
comparative note, APOLLO, HAVELLS, and INFOSYS appeared to be strongly predictable,
while the predictive accuracy of EXIDE degraded substantially on test samples. How-
ever, close observation of the performance indicators suggests that the Indian stocks are
marginally more predictable than Spanish stocks as far as the test segment is concerned.
Figures 7 and 8 exhibit the actual and predicted figures of two Spanish and Indian stocks.
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Table 2. Predictive performance on Spanish and Indian stocks.

Training Segment Test Segment

NSE TI IA DA NSE TI IA DA

Spanish stocks
ARCELORMITTAL 0.9890 0.0187 0.9933 0.9664 0.9343 0.0474 0.9335 0.9054
EBRO 0.9694 0.0058 0.9860 0.9568 0.8769 0.0115 0.9438 0.9054
GESTAMP 0.9953 0.0082 0.9970 0.9688 0.8937 0.0400 0.9173 0.8649
GRIFOLS 0.9970 0.0046 0.9984 0.9856 0.8579 0.0387 0.9388 0.8784
IAG 0.9492 0.0221 0.9686 0.9401 0.5911 0.0562 0.7153 0.8649
INDRA 0.9554 0.0167 0.9788 0.9616 0.7588 0.0415 0.8135 0.9045
REPSOL 0.9974 0.0047 0.9985 0.9928 0.8997 0.0285 0.9153 0.9189
ROVI 0.9964 0.0094 0.9981 0.9736 0.9130 0.0489 0.9278 0.9054
SIEMENS 0.9853 0.0147 0.9916 0.9784 0.7029 0.0646 0.8489 0.8784
TELEFONICA 0.9463 0.0117 0.9649 0.9544 0.7407 0.0220 0.7591 0.8514
Indian stocks
APOLLO 0.9992 0.0051 0.9997 0.9927 0.9617 0.0406 0.9850 0.9589
BAJAJ 0.9739 0.0117 0.9846 0.9709 0.8472 0.0280 0.9048 0.9041
EXIDE 0.9800 0.0068 0.9900 0.9563 0.6411 0.0309 0.8065 0.9178
HAVELL 0.9978 0.0068 0.9988 0.9879 0.9626 0.0300 0.9832 0.9589
INFOSYS 0.9985 0.0053 0.9991 0.9757 0.9724 0.0244 0.9867 0.9863
INTERGLOBE 0.9873 0.0126 0.9922 0.9612 0.9473 0.0308 0.9736 0.8767
IOCL 0.9942 0.0006 0.9974 0.9976 0.9352 0.0213 0.9720 0.9452
ITC 0.9532 0.0102 0.9708 0.9442 0.8167 0.0205 0.8986 0.9452
SUN 0.9968 0.0058 0.9984 0.9854 0.9433 0.0273 0.9747 0.9452
TATASTEEL 0.9984 0.0086 0.9991 0.9976 0.9483 0.0517 0.9788 0.9315

The visualization of actual and predicted figures on test segments strongly conforms
to the inferences drawn based on the quantitative performance measures. Hence, inference
can be drawn that the inclusion of in-house and worldwide media chatter indicators for
respective countries in conjunction with the chosen macroeconomic constructs emerged
to be highly effective in training the hybrid ISOMAP-GBR framework to fetch precise
forecasts. It should also be noted that the dip in prediction accuracy in the test segment
for a few stocks largely reflects the presence of short-run random fluctuations, indicating
the steep uncertainty of the pandemic regime. To establish the statistical superiority of the
proposed framework, a comparative evaluation was performed that incorporated several
well-known univariate forecasting methodologies wherein the select macroeconomic and
media chatter indicators are not used explicitly. Four benchmark models, namely the Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA), Box–Cox
transformation, Auto Regressive Moving Average Errors, Trend and Seasonal components
(BATS), and Trigonometric seasonality BATS (TBATS), were used to draw predictions
in a forward-looking manner to facilitate the comparison. The hyperparameters of the
competing models, i.e., autoregressive and moving average counterparts, the extent of
seasonality, etc., are auto-tuned through applying grid search methodology on the basis of
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The model confidence set (MCS)-based superior
predictability assessment was utilized to explore the relative performance of forecasting
models on the test data segment. The MCS framework is capable of discriminating between
the superior and inferior models through invoking appropriate loss functions. Table 3
narrates the findings, wherein the numbers stacked in the parenthesis reflect the relative
ranking of the proposed and competing models.
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Figure 8. Predictive performance on test segment for APOLLO and BAJAJ: (a) APOLLO; (b) BAJAJ.
Figures 7 and 8 display Actual and Predicted values for chosen Spanish and Indian stocks on test
data samples. Predictions are obtained using combined framework of ISOMAP and GBR. A close
resemblance between actual and predicted figures justifies efficacy of predictive framework.
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Table 3. Ranking of models using MCS evaluation.

Series ARIMA SARIMA BATS TBATS ISOMAP-GBR

Spanish stocks
ARCELORMITTAL (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)
EBRO (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
GESTAMP (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
GRIFOLS (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
IAG (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
INDRA (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)
REPSOL (4) (5) (2) (3) (1)
ROVI (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
SIEMENS (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
TELEFONICA (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)
Indian stocks
APOLLO (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
BAJAJ (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
EXIDE (4) (5) (2) (3) (1)
HAVELL (5) (4) (2) (3) (1)
INFOSYS (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)
INTERGLOBE (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)
IOCL (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)
ITC (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
SUN (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)
TATASTEEL (4) (5) (3) (2) (1)

The relative ranking duly establishes the statistical supremacy of the integrated
ISOMAP-GBR predictive framework in accurately estimating the future figures of both
Spanish and Indian stock markets. Thus, the inclusion of macroeconomic and media chatter
indicators plays a pivotal role in recognizing the inherent complex patterns of the respective
markets during the new normal regime.

5.2. Model Interpretation

The SHAP metric is used to determine the relative influence of the considered features
globally. Figures 9–12 betray feature contributions in explaining the movements of the
Spanish and Indian stocks belonging to the aviation and healthcare sectors, which were
affected negatively and positively, respectively, during the pandemic.

It can be observed that the Spanish aviation stock exhibited a strong dependence on
in-house market sentiment and volatility, commodities, digital currencies, and external
market stress. On the other hand, the comparatively more profound contribution of the
media chatter indicators in explaining the Indian counterpart is evident. Of course, the
market sentiment and volatility also exerted explanatory power. Thus, the speculative
nature of the Indian stock is better explained using the media chatter indices, which resulted
in better predictions than those created for the Spanish stock.
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Figure 12. Feature contribution plot for APOLLO prediction. Figures 9–12 display outcome global
feature importance analysis via SHAP. Horizontal axis annotates magnitude and direction of influence
of respective features arranged vertically. Color code indicates values of features.

Feature contribution structures suggest that the healthcare care stocks of both countries
displayed dependence on in-house market sentiment, commodities, and financial stress
in their respective economies. The similarity in sensitiveness to worldwide media chatter
is also apparent. We then examine the influence of the features at the local level, i.e.,
contribution to the prediction process for a randomly chosen data sample of the aviation
and healthcare stocks using the LIME procedure (Figures 13–16).
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Figure 16. Local level feature contribution for APOLLO prediction. Figures 13–16 display outcome
of local-level feature contribution using LIME. Vertical axis annotates magnitude of influence of
respective features arranged vertically. Color code implies direction of influence.

The outcome of feature contribution at the local level indicates that global and local
feature rankings are not identical. A media chatter indicator found a spot in the top five
influential features at the local level, unlike the global feature list. Thus, to precisely
forecast the closing prices of the underlying stocks, it is of utmost importance to track all
features critically, irrespective of the top influential features. Media chatter indices must
be monitored globally and locally to facilitate accurate daily trading. Maintaining a close
watch on macroeconomic features is useful for strategic-level interventions.

The remaining stocks of both countries echo similar behavioral traits emphasizing the
importance of both macroeconomic determinants and media chatter indices for accurate
predictions. The detailed results are available on request to the authors. We summarized
the top 10 feature lists for the remaining stocks in Tables 4 and 5, wherein the rankings are
stacked inside parentheses.
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Table 4. Feature ranking of Spanish stocks.

Series Global Level Count of
Media Chatter Local Level Count of

Media Chatter

ARCELORMITTAL

OIL (1), BITCOIN (2), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(3), IBEX35 (4), VIBEX, OAE (5),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (6),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (7),
GOLD (8),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (9),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_SP (10).

5 (4 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(1), OIL (2), IBEX35 (3), VIBEX
(4), PANIC_INDEX_WW (5),
GOLD (6),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (7),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_SP (8),
BITCOIN (9),
PANIC_INDEX_SP (10).

5 (3 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

EBRO

OIL (1), BITCOIN (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (3),
GOLD (4), IBEX35 (5), OAE (6),
VIBEX (7),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_SP (8), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(9), SENTIMENT_INDEX_SP (10).

4 (2 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

OIL (1), BITCOIN (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (3),
GOLD (4),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_SP (5),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_SP (6),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (7),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_SP
(8), PANIC_INDEX_WW (9),
IBEX35 (10).

6 (3 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)

GESTAMP

BITCOIN (1), OIL (2), IBEX35 (3),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (4),
OAE (5), GOLD (6),
MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_SP
(7), VIBEX (8),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (9),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

OAE (1), OIL (2), BITCOIN (3),
IBEX35 (4), VIBEX (5),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (6),
GOLD (7),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_SP (8),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (9),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

INDRA

BITCOIN (1), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(2), GOLD (3), OIL (4),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (5),
IBEX35 (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW, OAE
(7), SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_SP (9),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_SP (10).

6 (4 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

IBEX35 (1), BITCOIN (2), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(3), GOLD (4), OIL (5),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (7),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_SP (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (9),
VIBEX (10).

5 (4 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

REPSOL

OIL (1), IBEX35 (2), GOLD (3),
BITCOIN (4),
INFODEMC_INDEX_WW (5),
VIBEX (6),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (7),
OAE (8),
MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_SP
(9), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

OIL (1), GOLD (2), BITCOIN (3),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (4),
OAE (5), VIBEX (6),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (7),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_SP (8),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(9), INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW
(10).

5 (4 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

ROVI

OIL (1),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (2),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(3), BITCOIN (4), OAE (5), GOLD
(6), INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (7),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (8),
IBEX35 (9),
MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_SP
(10).

5 (4 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

OIL (1),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (2),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(3), BITCOIN (4), OAE (5),
GOLD (6),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (7),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (8),
IBEX35 (9), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_SP
(10).

5 (4 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)
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Table 4. Cont.

Series Global Level Count of
Media Chatter Local Level Count of

Media Chatter

SIEMENS

BITCOIN (1), OAE (2), OIL (3),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(4), INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (5),
GOLD (6), VIBEX (7),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (9),
IBEX35 (10).

4 (4 worldwide
indicators)

BITCOIN (1), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(2), OAE (3), OIL (4),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (5),
VIBEX (6), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_SP
(7), IBEX35 (8),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (9),
GOLD (10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

TELEFONICA

GOLD (1), IBEX35 (2), BITCOIN
(3), OIL (4),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (5),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (6),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(7), SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (8),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_SP (9),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (10).

6 (5 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

IBEX35 (1), OIL (2), GOLD (3),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (4),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (5),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_SP (7),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(8), FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_SP (9),
BITCOIN (10).

6 (5 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

Table 5. Feature ranking of Indian stocks.

Series Global Level Count of
Media Chatter Local Level Count of

Media Chatter

BAJAJ

NIFTY (1), OIL (2), EM (3),
BITCOIN (4),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (5),
IVIX (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (7),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (9), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(10).

5 (3 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

NIFTY (1), EM (2), OIL (3),
BITCOIN (4),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (5),
IVIX (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (7),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_IN
(8), SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (9),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (10).

5 (2 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)

EXIDE

EM (1), IVIX (2), NIFTY (3), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(4), GOLD (5), OIL (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (7),
BITCOIN (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (9),
MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_IN
(10).

4 (1 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)

EM (1), IVIX (2), GOLD (3), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(4), SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (5),
NIFTY (6),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_IN (7),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (8),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (9),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (10).

6 (2 worldwide
and 4 local
indicators)

HAVELL

OIL (1), NIFTY (2), BITCOIN (3),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_IN (4),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (5),
IVIX (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (7),
EM (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (9),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (10).

5 (3 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

NIFTY (1), OIL (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (3),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_IN (4),
PANIC_INDEX_WW, EM (5),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (6),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (7),
ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_IN
(8), IVIX (9), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(10).

6 (3 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)
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Table 5. Cont.

Series Global Level Count of
Media Chatter Local Level Count of

Media Chatter

INFOSYS

NIFTY (1), BITCOIN (2), OIL (3),
EM (4), IVIX (5), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(6), INFODEMIC_INDEX_IN (7),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (8),
GOLD,
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (9),
GOLD (10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

NIFTY (1), BITCOIN (2), OIL (3),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (4),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_IN (5),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (6),
IVIX (7), GOLD (8), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(9), MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN
(10).

5 (3 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

IOCL

NIFTY (1), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(2), OIL (3),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (4),
BITCOIN (5), IVIX (6), EM (7),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (8),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (9),
GOLD (10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

NIFTY (1), OIL (2), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(3), SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (4),
EM (5), BITCOIN (6), ME-
DIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_IN
(7), IVIX (8),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (9),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW
(10).

5 (2 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)

ITC

NIFTY (1), OIL (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (3),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (4),
IVIX (5), EM (6),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (7),
GOLD (8), BITCOIN (9),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (10).

4 (2 worldwide
and 2 local
indicators)

NIFTY (1), OIL (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (3),
MEDIA-HYPE_INDEX_WW (4),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (5),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_WW (6),
PANIC_INDEX_IN, IVIX (7),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (8),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_IN (9),
GOLD (10).

7 (3 worldwide
and 4 local
indicators)

SUN

MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(1), NIFTY (2), OIL (3), BITCOIN
(4), MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW
(5), IVIX (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (7),
EM (8), GOLD (9),
PANIC_INDEX_WW (10).

4 (3 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(1), NIFTY (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (3),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (4),
IVIX (5), EM (6), OIL (7),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_WW (8),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_WW (9),
BITCOIN (10)

5 (4 worldwide
and 1 local
indicators)

TATASTEEL

MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(1), MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW
(2), NIFTY (3), OIL (4), BITCOIN
(5), IVIX (6), EM (7),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (8),
INFODEMIC_INDEX_IN (9),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_IN (10).

5 (2 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)

MEDIA_COVERAGE_INDEX_WW
(1), NIFTY (2),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_WW (3),
OIL (4), BITCOIN (5),
SENTIMENT_INDEX_IN (6),
MEDIA_HYPE_INDEX_IN (7),
FAKE_NEWS_INDEX_IN (8),
EM (9), PANIC_INDEX_WW
(10).

6 (3 worldwide
and 3 local
indicators)

The feature influence ranking at the global and local level clearly suggests the utility
of tracking the chosen media chatters to make precise predictions of select Spanish stocks.
Unlike the aviation and healthcare sectors, the remaining sectors exhibit a marginally
stronger dependence on media echo at the local level.

Akin to Spanish stock markets, Indian counterparts also demonstrate sensitiveness
to media echo both globally and locally. Interestingly, a clear dominance of local media
chatter indicators at the local level can be noticed. Thus, short-run fluctuations in the Indian
context can largely be attributed to the media buzz regarding in-house pertinent aspects of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The overall findings duly rationalize the endeavor of designing the predictive frame-
work that comprises the chosen indicator reflecting the COVID-19 media echo and macroe-
conomic state. The LIME analyses regarding Spanish and Indian financial markets justify
tracking all features to precisely estimate future figures, which is of utmost importance
for traders. On the other hand, the research places equal emphasis on identifying the
top contributing features through the lens of SHAP-based modeling. Taming inadvertent
situations in stock markets can be facilitated through strategic interventions that control
the critical features via stoking different initiatives. Summarizing the important features
enlisted in Tables 4 and 5 can immensely assist traders in accomplishing the task.

6. Conclusions

The present research strives to ascertain the predictability of financial markets in
highly developed and emerging economies during the time horizon that resembled a Black
Swan event. The ISOMAP-GBR and XAI frameworks appeared to be highly successful
in facilitating trading and revealed meaningful insights. The rigorous numerical and
statistical checks rationalized the adopted methodological framework of the research and
significantly contributed to the existing strand of the literature. Except for two stocks,
predictive performance appeared to be more than satisfactory considering the investigation
timeline. The proposed multivariate framework was shown to yield statistically superior
forecasts than several benchmark univariate models. Practitioners and investors can
leverage the proposed framework for practical applications. Indian stocks appeared to
be relatively more predictable than Spanish stocks, suggesting higher inefficiency in the
former than the latter market. Global and local macroeconomic indicators exert strong
predictive influence, while the considered media chatter should also be closely tracked to
decode the temporal evolutionary pattern of the underlying assets. The local level random
fluctuations can be explained through precise tracking of the appropriate media chatter. The
local counterparts of the media buzz exhibited marginally steeper influence in the Indian
stock market. Nevertheless, the findings did not undermine the impact of macroeconomic
reflectors by any means, indicating that the overall inefficiency of the financial markets
was not entirely violated during the prevailing pandemic. The prominence of the media
chatter pertinent to the COVID-19 pandemic emerged as the major contribution of the
present research. Therefore, short-term investment in equity markets should be carried out
in accordance with prevailing media hype and sentiment. The scope of the current work is
limited to the financial markets of two countries. In the future, it would be challenging and
practically relevant to gauge the penetration of media chatter in commodity markets and
niche digital assets.

The overall results of the present work exhibit resemblance to the literature espousing
the impact of COVID-19 news on stock markets (Cepoi 2020; Li et al. 2022; Bai et al. 2023).
The findings linked to the developed economy, i.e., the Spanish market, in the present
research conforms to the insights of the work of Thorbecke (2022), wherein the penetration
of COVID-19 news in the French financial market was documented. On the other hand, the
India-centric results are similar to the work of Ghosh et al. (2023). Nevertheless, the current
research contributes to the existing literature through establishing a robust framework to
critically analyze the pattern and dependence structure of Spanish and Indian financial
markets throughout the most uncertain moments of the recent Black Swan event. The
insights can be effectively leveraged for practical applications. The scope of the current
study is restricted to the new normal time horizon and chosen stocks to systematically
address the existing research gaps. Nonetheless, it is also important to comprehend the
influence of the explanatory variables on commodity and futures markets. Those assets
were proven to be closely interlinked with key financial variables in developing economies
(Ghosh et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2022). The outcome of the present research underscores the
importance of further exploring this topic in later studies.
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